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Abstract17

Prefetching constitutes a valuable tool toward the goal of efficient Web surfing. As a result,18

estimating the amount of resources that need to be preloaded during a surfer’s browsing becomes19

an important task. In this regard, prefetching can be modeled as a two-player combinatorial20

game [Fomin et al., Theoretical Computer Science 2014 ], where a surfer and a marker alternately21

play on a given graph (representing the Web graph). During its turn, the marker chooses a set22

of k nodes to mark (prefetch), whereas the surfer, represented as a token resting on graph nodes,23

moves to a neighboring node (Web resource). The surfer’s objective is to reach an unmarked node24

before all nodes become marked and the marker wins. Intuitively, since the surfer is step-by-step25

traversing a subset of nodes in the Web graph, a satisfactory prefetching procedure would load26

in cache (without any delay) all resources lying in the neighborhood of this growing subset.27

Motivated by the above, we consider the following maximization problem to which we refer28

to as the Maximum Rooted Connected Expansion (MRCE) problem. Given a graph G and a29

root node v0, we wish to find a subset of vertices S such that S is connected, S contains v0 and30

the ratio |N [S]|
|S| is maximized, where N [S] denotes the closed neighborhood of S, that is, N [S]31

contains all nodes in S and all nodes with at least one neighbor in S.32

We prove that the problem is NP-hard even when the input graph G is restricted to be a split33

graph. On the positive side, we demonstrate a polynomial time approximation scheme for split34

graphs. Furthermore, we present a 1
6 (1− 1

e )-approximation algorithm for general graphs based on35

techniques for the Budgeted Connected Domination problem [Khuller et al., SODA 2014 ]. Finally,36

we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for the special case of interval graphs. Our algorithm37

returns an optimal solution for MRCE in O(n3) time, where n is the number of nodes in G.38
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25:2 Maximum Rooted Connected Expansion

1 Introduction42

In the evergrowing World Wide Web landscape, browsers compete against each other to offer43

the best quality of surfing to their users. A key characteristic in terms of quality is the speed44

attained when retrieving a new page or, in general, resource. Thus, a browser’s objective is45

to minimize latency when moving from one resource to another. One way to achieve this goal46

is via prefetching: when the user lies at a certain Web node, predict what links she is more47

likely to visit next and preload them in cache so that, when the user selects to visit one of48

them, the transition appears to be instantaneous. Indeed, the World Wide Web Consortium49

(W3C) provides standards for prefetching in HTML [16]. Also, besides being nowadays a50

common practice for popular browsers, prefetching constitutes an intriguing research theme,51

e.g., see the surveys in [17, 1] for further references.52

However, prefetching may come with a high network load cost if employed at a large53

scale. In other words, there is a trade-off that needs to be highlighted: more prefetching may54

mean less speed and even delays. For this reason, it becomes essential to acquire knowledge55

about the maximum number of resources to be prefetched over any potential Web nodes a56

surfer may visit. In this respect, Fomin et al. [4] define the Surveillance Game as a model57

for worst-case prefetching. The game is played by two players, namely the surfer and the58

marker, on a (directed) graph G representing (some view of) the Web graph. The surfer59

controls a token initially lying at a designated pre-marked start node v0. In each round,60

the marker marks, i.e., prefetches, up to k so-far unmarked nodes during her turn and then61

the surfer chooses to move her token at a neighboring node of its current position. Notice62

that, once marked, a node always remains marked thereafter. The surfer wins if she arrives63

at an unmarked node, otherwise the marker wins if she manages to mark the whole graph64

before such an event occurs. In optimization terms, the quantity under consideration is the65

surveillance number, denoted sn(G, v0) for a graph G and a start (root) node v0, which is66

the minimum number of marks the marker needs to use per round in order to ensure that a67

surfer walking on G (starting from v0) never reaches an unmarked node.68

A main observation regarding the above game is that the surfer follows some connected69

trajectory on the graph G. Let S stand for the set of nodes included in this trajectory. The70

marker’s objective is to ensure that all nodes in S or in the neighborhood of S get marked71

promptly. Let N [S] stand for the closed neighborhood of S, i.e., N [S] includes all nodes in72

S and all nodes with at least one neighbor in S. Fomin et al. prove (Theorem 20 [4]) that,73

for any graph G and root v0, it holds sn(G, v0) ≥ maxd |N [S]|−1
|S| e, where the maximum is74

taken over all subsets S that induce a connected subgraph of G containing v0. Moreover,75

equality holds in case G is a tree. That is, a ratio of the form |N [S]|/|S| (minus one and76

ceiling operator removed for clarity) provides a good lower bound and possibly in many77

occasions a good prediction on the prefetching load necessary to satisfy an impatient Web78

surfer. Hence, in this paper, we believe it is worth to independently study the problem of79

determining max |N [S]|
|S| where the maximum is taken over all subsets S inducing a connected80

subgraph of G containing v0. We refer to this problem as the Maximum Rooted Connected81

Expansion problem (shortly MRCE) since we seek to find a connected set S (containing the82

root v0) maximizing its expansion ratio in the form of |N [S]|/|S|.83

Except for the prefetching motivation, such a problem can stand alone as an extension to84

the well-studied family of domination problems. Indeed, we later use connections between85

our problem and a domination variant in [14] to prove certain results. Finally, notice that86

removing the root node requirement makes the problem trivial. Let ∆ stand for the maximum87

degree of a given graph G. Then, a solution consisting of a single max-degree node gives88
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a ratio of ∆ + 1. In addition, the ratio is at most ∆ + 1, since given any connected set S89

consisting of k nodes, |N [S]|≤ (∆ + 1)k due to the fact that each node can contribute at90

most ∆ + 1 new neighbors (including itself).91

Related Work. The Surveillance Game was introduced in [4], where it was shown that92

computing sn(G, v0) is NP-hard in split graphs, nonetheless, it can be computed in polynomial93

time in trees and interval graphs. Furthermore, in the case of trees, the MRCE ratio is proved94

[4] to be equal to sn(G, v0) and therefore can be computed in polynomial time. In [7], the95

connected variant of the problem is considered, i.e., when the set of marked nodes is required96

to be connected after each round. For the corresponding optimization objective, namely the97

connected surveillance number denoted csn(G, v0), it holds csn(G, v0) ≤
√
sn(G, v0)n for98

any n-node graph G. The more natural online version of the problem is also considered and99

(unfortunately) a competitive ratio of Ω(∆) is shown to be the best possible.100

A problem closely related to ours (as demonstrated later in Section 4) is the Budgeted101

Connected Dominating Set problem (shortly BCDS), where, given a budget of k, one must102

choose a connected subset of k nodes with a maximum size of closed neighborhood. This103

problem is shown to have a (1− 1/e)/13-approximation algorithm (in general graphs) in [14].104

Regarding problems dealing with some ratio of quantities, we are familiar with the105

isoperimetric number problem [10], where the objective is to minimize |∂X|/|X| over all106

node-subsets X, where ∂X denotes the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in X. Vertex-107

isoperimetric variants also exist; see for example [12, 2]. Up to our knowledge, a ratio similar108

to the MRCE ratio we currently examine has not been considered.109

Our Results. We initiate the study for MRCE. We prove that the decision version of MRCE110

is NP-complete, even when the given graph G is restricted to be a split graph. For the same111

case, we demonstrate a polynomial-time approximation scheme running in O(nk+1) time112

with a constant-factor k
k+2 guarantee, for any fixed integer k > 0. Our algorithm exploits a113

growth property for MRCE and the special topology of split graphs. Moving on, we provide114

another algorithm for general graphs, i.e., when no assumption is made on the topology of115

the given graph besides it being connected. The algorithm is inspired by an approximation116

algorithm for BCDS [14] and achieves an approximation guarantee of (1− 1/e)/6. Finally,117

we show that in the case of interval graphs, the MRCE ratio can be computed optimally in118

O(n3) time for any given n-node graph.119

Outline. In Section 2, we first define some necessary preliminary graph-theoretic notions120

and then formally define the MRCE problem. In Section 3, we present our results for split121

graphs. Later, in Section 4, we give the approximation algorithm for general graphs. Next,122

in Section 5, we demonstrate the polynomial-time algorithm for interval graphs. Finally, in123

Section 6 we cite some concluding remarks and further work directions.124

2 Preliminaries125

A graph G is denoted as a pair (V (G), E(G)) of the nodes and edges of G. The graphs126

considered are simple (neither loops nor multi-edges are allowed), connected and undirected.127

Two nodes connected by an edge are called adjacent or neighboring. The open neighborhood128

of a node v ∈ V (G) is defined as N(v) = {u ∈ V (G) : {v, u} ∈ E(G)}, while the closed129

neighborhood is defined as N [v] = {v}∪N(v). For a subset of nodes S ⊆ V (G), we expand the130

definitions of open and closed neighborhood as N(S) =
⋃
v∈S(N(v)\S) and N [S] = N(S)∪S.131

MFCS 2018



25:4 Maximum Rooted Connected Expansion

The degree of a node v ∈ V (G) is defined as d(v) = |N(v)|. The minimum (resp. maximum)132

degree of G is denoted by δ(G) = minv∈V (G) d(v) (resp. ∆(G) = maxv∈V (G) d(v)).133

A clique is a set of nodes, where there exists an edge between each pair of them. The134

maximum size of a clique in G, i.e., the clique number of G, is denoted by ω(G).135

An independent set is a set of nodes, where there exists no edge between any pair of them.136

The max. size of such a set in G, i.e., the independence number of G, is denoted by α(G).137

In the results to follow, we consider two specific families of graphs, namely split and138

interval graphs. Any necessary preliminary knowledge for these two graph families is given139

more formally in their corresponding sections.140

Finally, let us provide a formal definition of the quantity under consideration and the141

decision version of the corresponding optimization problem.142

I Definition 1. We define the Maximum Rooted Connected Expansion number for a graph
G and a node v0 as follows, where Con(G, v0) := {S ⊆ V (G) | v0 ∈ S and S is connected}:

MRCE(G, v0) = max
S∈Con(G,v0)

|N [S]|
|S|

I Definition 2 (MRCE). Given a graph G, a node v0 ∈ V (G) and two natural numbers143

a, b, decide whether MRCE(G, v0) ≥ a/b.144

When the input graph is known to be split, respectively interval, we refer to the corres-145

ponding optimization problem as SplitMRCE , respectively IntervalMRCE .146

3 Split Graphs147

In this section, we define split graphs and cite a useful preliminary result regarding their148

structure. We proceed with our results and prove that SplitMRCE is NP-hard, but it can149

be approximated within a constant factor of k
k+2 for any fixed integer k > 0.150

I Definition 3. A graph is split if it can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set.151

Given the above definition, we denote by (I, C) a partition for a split graph G where I152

stands for the independent set and C for the clique. However, there may be many different153

ways to partition a split graph into an independent set and a clique [11].154

I Theorem 4 (Follows from Theorem 3.1 [3]). A split graph has at most a polynomial number155

of partitions into a clique and an independent set. Furthermore, all these partitions can be156

found in polynomial time.157

3.1 Hardness158

We now move onward to investigate the complexity of SplitMRCE . Initially, let us a define159

a pair of satisfiability problems we rely on in order to prove NP-hardness.160

I Definition 5 (3-SAT ). Given a CNF formula φ with n variables and m clauses, where161

each clause is a disjunction of exactly 3 literals, decide whether φ is satisfiable.162

I Definition 6 (3-SAT equal). Given a CNF formula φ with n variables and n clauses, where163

each clause is a disjunction of exactly 3 literals, decide whether φ is satisfiable.164

To demonstrate the hardness result in a more presentable way, we employ an auxiliary165

reduction from 3-SAT to 3-SAT equal and then a reduction from 3-SAT equal to SplitMRCE .166

We recall that 3-SAT is well-known to be NP-hard, e.g. see [5].167

I Lemma 7. 3-SAT equal is NP-hard.168
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Figure 1 The graph G constructed for the reduction

The Reduction. Given a 3-SAT equal formula φ, we create a graph G with a node v0 ∈ V (G).169

Let x1, x2, . . . , xn stand for the variables of φ and c1, c2, . . . , cn for the clauses of φ. We170

construct the graph G in the following way: we place a node v0, one node per literal xi, xi171

(2n nodes in total), one node per clause ci (n nodes in total) and a set of 3n+ 2 "leaf" nodes172

for each variable (namely yij for j = 1, . . . , 3n+ 2) summing up to (3n+ 2) · n = 3n2 + 2n173

"leaf" nodes in total. We call the two nodes xi, xi a literal-pair and each node ci a clause-node.174

Then, we connect v0 to each literal node and each literal node to all the other literal nodes.175

Moreover, each literal-node is connected to all the corresponding clause-nodes where it176

appears in φ. Finally, xi and xi are connected to yij for all j. It is clear that the construction177

can be done in polynomial time. Formally, V (G) = {v0} ∪ {xi, xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {ci : 1 ≤ i ≤178

n} ∪ {yij : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3n+ 2} and179

E(G) = {[v0, xi] : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {[v0, xi] : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪
∪ {[xi, xj ] : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j} ∪ {[xi, xj ] : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j} ∪ {[xi, xj ] : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j}∪
∪ {[xi, yij ] : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3n+ 2} ∪ {[xi, yij ] : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3n+ 2}∪
∪ {[xi, cj ] : xi in clause cj}180

That is, we get |V (G)|= 1 + 5n+ 3n2 and |E(G)|= 2n+
(2n

2
)

+ 2n(3n+ 2) + 3n = 8n2 + 8n.181

Figure 1 demonstrates an example of such a construction; the literal-nodes within the dashed182

ellipsis form a clique.183

I Proposition 1. G is a split graph.184

Proof. x1, x1, x2, x2, . . . , xn, xn form a clique; all other nodes form an independent set. J185

I Claim 1. If φ is satisfiable, then MRCE(G, v0) ≥ 1+5n+3n2

1+n .186

Proof. Let A stand for a truth assignment under which φ is satisfiable. Then, to form a187

feasible solution for MRCE, we choose a set S including v0 and these literal-nodes (either188

xi or xi) whose corresponding literals are set true under A. Therefore, we get |S|= 1 + n.189

Since, in φ, each clause is satisfied by at least one literal set true under A, each clause-node190

ci is connected to at least one literal-node in S. Moreover, any node yij is connected to S,191

since exactly one out of xi and xi is in S (due to A being a truth assignment). Overall, we192

see that |N [S]|= |V (G)|= 1 + 5n+ 3n2. J193

I Claim 2. If there exists no satisfiable assignment for φ, then MRCE(G, v0) < 1+5n+3n2

1+n .194

Proof. Let us first show a proposition to restrict the shape of a feasible MRCE solution.195

Intuitively, adding any yij or ci node does not contribute any new neighbors to the ratio.196

MFCS 2018



25:6 Maximum Rooted Connected Expansion

I Proposition 2. Adding any yij , ci node can only decrease the ratio of a feasible solution.197

The above proposition suggests it suffices to upper-bound potential solutions S containing198

v0 and only literal nodes. Below, let R = 1+5n+3n2

1+n . To conclude the proof, we show that, if199

φ is unsatisfiable, then the ratio we can obtain is strictly less than R.200

If S = {v0}, then the ratio we get is |N [{v0}]|
|{v0}| = 1+2n

1 < R for any n > 0.201

If S contains v0 and k literal nodes (any k of them), we distinguish three cases.202

Case k ≤ n − 1: For a fixed k, the ratio becomes at most 1+3n+k(3n+2)
1+k , since at most203

k families of y nodes are in the neighborhood. We observe ∂
(

1+3n+k(3n+2)
1+k

)
/∂k =204

1
(k+1)2 > 0 for any k > 0. Hence, the worst case is k = n − 1, which yields a ratio205

1+3n+(n−1)·(3n+2)
n = 3n2+2n−1

n < R for any n > 0.206

Case k = n: If exactly one node from each literal pair is in S (i.e. S corresponds to207

a truth assignment), then the ratio becomes at most 1+3n−1+n(3n+2)
1+n < R, since φ is208

unsatisfiable and therefore any truth assignment leaves at least one uncovered clause209

node. On the other hand, if there exists at least one literal-pair where both xi and xi are210

not in S, then the ratio is at most 1+3n+(n−1)(3n+2)
1+n < R, since at least one set of 3n+ 2211

"leaf" nodes are not in N [S].212

Case k > n: The ratio becomes at most |(V (G)|
1+k = 1+5n+3n2

1+k < 1+5n+3n2

1+n = R.213

J214

I Theorem 8. SplitMRCE is NP-complete.215

Proof. By Claims 1 and 2, SplitMRCE is NP-hard. SplitMRCE is in NP, since given216

a potential solution S ⊆ V (G), we can check in polynomial time whether S is connected,217

v0 ∈ S and |N [S]|/|S| satisfies the requested ratio. J218

3.2 Approximation219

We now turn our attention to a polynomial time approximation scheme for SplitMRCE .220

Our algorithm is parameterized by any fixed integer k > 0 and provides an approximation221

guarantee of k
k+2 . Intuitively, the idea is that, given the best MRCE ratio when the set size is222

restricted to be at most k+ 2, the overall optimal ratio cannot be much better due to a ratio223

growth property. Additionally, connectivity is ensured due to the special topology of split224

graphs. Below, the approach is described formally in Algorithm 1. Lemma 9 restricts the225

structure of a feasible MRCE solution on split graphs and the analysis follows in Theorem 10.226

Algorithm 1: Approximate Split MRCE
Input :A split graph G = (V (G), E(G)), a node v0 ∈ V (G) and a fixed integer k > 0
Output :An MRCE solution and its corresponding ratio as a pair

1 Sapx ← arg maxS∈Con(G,v0),1≤|S|≤k+2|N [S]|/|S|
2 return (Sapx, |N [Sapx]|/|Sapx|)

I Lemma 9. Let G be a split graph, v0 ∈ V (G) the requested root node and (I, C) a partition227

of G into an independent set I and a clique C where |C|= ω(G). Any feasible solution for228

SplitMRCE containing nodes in I can be transformed into another feasible solution with no229

nodes in I (except maybe for v0) which achieves a non-decreased MRCE ratio.230

Proof. Suppose we are given a set S ∈ Con(G, v0), where S ∩ I 6= ∅. We form a new231

feasible solution S′ as follows: include v0 and all nodes in S ∩ C. Then, for each node232
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u ∈ (S \ {v0}) ∩ I, let u′ ∈ N(u) stand for an arbitrarily selected neighbor of u. If u′ /∈ S′,233

add u′ to S′, otherwise proceed. Notice that u′ ∈ C since u ∈ I and so N(u) ⊆ C. Thus, in234

the end it holds (S′ \ {v0}) ∩ I = ∅.235

Now, let us compare the MRCE ratios of the two solutions. By construction, we know236

|S′|≤ |S| since the clique nodes of S are surely in S′ and some more nodes may be added237

but at most as many as the independent set nodes of S. Moreover, it holds |N [S′]|≥ |N [S]|,238

since for each pair u, u′ mentioned above we get N [u] ⊆ N [u′]. That is, u′ contributes at239

least as many neighbors as u, i.e., N(u) ⊆ N(u′), since u′ ∈ C means C ⊆ N(u′) and u ∈ I240

implies N(u) ⊆ C. Overall, we get |N [S′]|/|S′|≥ |N [S]|/|S|. J241

I Theorem 10. For any fixed integer k > 0, Algorithm 1 runs in O(nk+1) time and returns242

a k
k+2 -approximation for SplitMRCE.243

Proof. The algorithm computes a maximum value out of all connected subsets of size at244

most k + 2, including v0, and so it runs in O(nk+1) time.245

Let Sopt stand for an optimal solution for SplitMRCE . In other words, it holds Sopt ∈246

arg maxS∈Con(G,v0)|N [S]|/|S|. We distinguish two cases based on the size of Sopt.247

If |Sopt|≤ k+ 2, then Algorithm 1 considers Sopt and either returns it or another solution248

achieving the same ratio.249

If |Sopt|> k + 2, then consider the following procedure: repeatedly remove from Sopt the250

node with the least contribution in the numerator until k nodes are left. More formally,251

let us denote |Sopt|= l and then Sopt = Sl. For i = l − 1, . . . , k, let Si = Si+1 \ {ui+1}252

for some node ui+1 that maximizes |N [Si+1 \ {v}]| over all v ∈ Si+1. Equivalently, let253

p(v) = |N [Si+1]|−|N [Si+1 \ {v}]| denote the number of exclusive neighbors of v in N [Si+1].254

Then, ui+1 ∈ arg minv∈Si+1 p(v). Notice that, for any i = l − 1, . . . , k, it may be the case255

that Si is not a feasible MRCE solution, since v0 may be removed during this process.256

Now, let us show that the ratio does not decrease while performing the above process.257

For any i ∈ {l − 1, . . . , k}, let |N [Si]|= Ni and |Si|= ni. Assume Ni+1
ni+1

> Ni

ni
. We rewrite258

the inequality as Ni+1
ni+1

> Ni+1−p(ui+1)
ni+1−1 which implies p(ui+1) > Ni+1

ni+1
. Since ui+1 minim-259

izes the value of p(·), it follows that, for every v ∈ Si+1, p(v) ≥ p(ui+1). Furthermore,260

Ni+1 ≥
∑
v∈Si+1

p(v) because N [Si+1] includes all exclusive neighbors of each node. Putting261

everything together, we get Ni+1 ≥
∑
v∈Si+1

p(v) >
∑
v∈Si+1

Ni+1
ni+1

= ni+1
Ni+1
ni+1

= Ni+1, a262

contradiction. Based on this observation, we get Nk

nk
≥ Nk+1

nk+1
≥ . . . ≥ Nl

nl
= OPT , where263

OPT stands for the optimal MRCE number.264

From Lemma 9, we may assume without loss of generality that Sopt \{v0} ⊆ C. Moreover,265

due to the removal procedure followed, Sk \ {v0} ⊆ Sopt \ {v0} ⊆ C. In the worst case,266

when v0 ∈ I and v0 has no neighbor in Sk, we form S′ = Sk ∪ {v0, r} where r ∈ N(v0) is a267

representative of v0 in the clique C such that Sk ⊆ N(r). Notice that, since S′ ⊇ Sk, then268

N [S′] ⊇ N [Sk]. Since |S′|= k + 2, S′ is considered by Algorithm 1 and therefore it holds269

|N [Sapx]|
|Sapx| ≥

|N [S′]|
|S′| where Sapx is the solution returned by Algorithm 1. Overall, we get the270

approximation guarantee |N [Sapx]|
|Sapx| ≥

|N [S′]|
|S′| ≥

|N [Sk]|
k+2 = k

k+2
|N [Sk]
k ≥ k

k+2
Nl

nl
= k

k+2OPT . J271

4 General Graphs272

We hereby state a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the general case when the273

input graph G has no specified structure. Our algorithm and analysis closely follow the work274

in [14] for the Budgeted Connected Dominating Set (shortly BCDS) problem.275
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In BCDS, the input is a graph G with n vertices and a natural number k and we are276

asked to return a connected subgraph, say S, of at most k vertices of G which maximizes the277

number of dominated vertices |N [S]|. Khuller et al. [14] prove that there is a (1− 1/e)/13278

approximation algorithm for BCDS. In broad lines, their algorithmic idea is to compute a279

greedy dominating set and its corresponding profit function and then obtain a connected280

subgraph via an approximation algorithm for the Quota Steiner Tree (shortly QST) problem.281

I Definition 11 (QST ). Given a graph G, a node profit function p : V (G)→ N ∪ {0}, an282

edge cost function c : E(G)→ N ∪ {0} and a quota q ∈ N, find a subtree T that minimizes283 ∑
e∈E(T ) c(e) subject to the condition

∑
v∈V (T ) p(v) ≥ q.284

Evidently, both MRCE and BCDS require finding a connected subset S ⊆ V (G) with285

many neighbors. Nonetheless, while in BCDS we only care about maximizing |N [S]|, in286

MRCE we care about maximizing |N [S]|/|S| with the additional demand that v0 ∈ S. In287

order to deal with this extra requirement, in this paper, we are going to employ the rooted288

version of QST, namely the Rooted Quota Steiner Tree (shortly RQST) problem.289

I Definition 12 (RQST ). Given a graph G, a root v0 ∈ V (G), a profit function p : V (G)→290

N ∪ {0}, an edge cost function c : E(G)→ N ∪ {0} and a quota q ∈ N, find a subtree T that291

minimizes
∑
e∈E(T ) c(e) subject to the conditions

∑
v∈V (T ) p(v) ≥ q and v0 ∈ T .292

Garg [6] gave a 2-approximation algorithm for the (rooted) k-Minimum Spanning Tree293

(shortly k-MST) problem based on the Goemans-Williamson Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree294

approximation algorithm (shortly GW) [8, 9]. Johnson et al. [13] showed that any polynomial-295

time α-approximation algorithm for (rooted) k-MST, which applies GW, yields a polynomial-296

time α-approximation algorithm for (rooted) QST. Hence, Theorem 13 below follows.297

I Theorem 13 ([6, 13]). There is a 2-approximation algorithm for RQST .298

The Algorithm. Algorithm 2, namely the Greedy Dominating Set (shortly GDS) algorithm,299

describes a greedy procedure to obtain a dominating set and a corresponding profit function300

for the input graph G. At each step, a node dominating the maximum number of the301

currently undominated vertices is chosen for addition into the dominating set.302

Algorithm 3, namely the Greedy MRCE algorithm, makes use of GDS to obtain a303

dominating set for a slightly modified version of G, namely a graph G′, which is the same304

as G with the addition of n2 leaves to node v0. Then, the algorithm outputs a connected305

subset Ti (containing v0) for any possible size i. Finally, the subset yielding the best MRCE306

ratio is chosen as our approximate solution.307

In terms of notation, we refer to the approximation algorithm implied by Theorem 13 as308

the 2-RQST (G, v0, p, q) algorithm with a graph G, a root node v0 ∈ V (G), a profit function309

p : V (G)→ N∪{0} and a quota q as input. We omit including an edge cost function, since in310

our case all edges have the same cost, that is, cost 1. Furthermore, let [n] := {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}.311

Now, consider a connected set Si of size i (which contains v0) yielding the maximum312

number of dominated vertices, i.e. Si ∈ arg maxS: S∈Con(G,v0), |S|=i|N [S]|. We then denote313

OPTi := |N [Si]| and use it in the quota parameter of 2-RQST at line 4 of Greedy MRCE.314

Yet, in the general case, we do not know OPTi and also such a quantity may be hard to315

compute. To overcome this obstacle, notice that OPTi ∈ [i, n] and therefore we could guess316

OPTi, e.g., by running a sequential or binary search within the loop of Greedy MRCE and317

then keeping the best tree returned by 2-RQST . Notice that such an extra step requires318

at most a linear time overhead. Therefore, the running time of Greedy MRCE remains319
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polynomial and is dominated by the running time of 2-RQST . For presentation purposes,320

we omit this extra step and assume OPTi is known for each i ∈ [n].321

In the analysis to follow, we focus on why this specific (1− 1/e)OPTi quota is selected322

and how it leads to a (1− 1/e)/6 approximation factor.323

Algorithm 2: Greedy Dominating Set (GDS) [14]
Input :A graph G = (V (G), E(G))
Output :A dominating set D ⊆ V (G) and a profit function p : V (G)→ N ∪ {0}

1 D ← ∅
2 U ← V (G)
3 foreach υ ∈ V (G) do
4 p(υ)← 0
5 end
6 while U 6= ∅ do
7 w ← arg maxυ∈V (G)\D|NU (υ)| /* NU (υ) = N [{υ}] ∩ U */
8 p(w)← |NU (w)|
9 U ← U \NU (w)

10 D ← D ∪ {w}
11 end
12 return (D, p)

Algorithm 3: Greedy MRCE
Input :A graph plus node pair (G, v0)
Output :An MRCE solution S and its corresponding ratio s

1 Construct G′: same as G with extra n2 leaves attached to v0
2 (D, p)← GDS(G′)
3 foreach i ∈ [n] do
4 Ti ← 2-RQST (G, v0, p, (1− 1

e )OPTi)
5 end
6 Let i∗ = arg maxi∈[n]|N [Ti]|/|Ti|
7 return (Ti∗ , |N [Ti∗ ]|/|Ti∗ |)

Analysis. Let us consider some step i of the loop in the Greedy MRCE algorithm. Recall324

that OPTi = maxS: S∈Con(G,v0), |S|=i|N [S]|. That is, OPTi stands for the maximum number325

of dominated vertices by a connected subset of size i, which contains v0. In the call to326

2-RQST , notice that, although OPTi refers to the graph G and by definition contains v0, the327

profit function p (as well as the corresponding greedy dominating set D) stems from running328

GDS on G′. The reason for this choice is, due to the extra n2 leaves attached to v0 in G′, to329

force v0 into the greedy dominating set D and assign to it the highest profit amongst all nodes.330

Below, let Si,G′ ∈ arg maxS: S⊆V (G), |S|=i, S is connected|N [S]| and OPTG′i := |N [Si,G′ ]|, i.e.,331

OPTi,G′ denotes the maximum number of nodes dominated by a size-i subset of nodes in G′.332

I Claim 3. For any i ∈ [n], it holds v0 ∈ Si,G′ .333

Proof. Suppose v0 /∈ Si,G′ for some i ∈ [n]. Si,G′ consists of i vertices each contributing at334

most ∆(G) neighbors in terms of domination. Thence, OPTi,G′ ≤ i+i·∆(G) = i(∆(G)+1) ≤335

n2 since i ≤ n and ∆(G) ≤ n − 1. However, we can pick another subset including v0 and336

i− 1 leaves of v0 to get at least n2 + 1 dominated nodes, i.e., v0 and all its leaves. J337
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Let us introduce some further notation for the proofs to follow. Let L1 = Si,G′ and L2 =338

N(L1), that is, OPTi,G′ = |L1∪L2|. Also, let L3 = N(L2)\L1 and R = V (G)\(L1∪L2∪L3),339

where R denotes the remaining vertices, i.e., those outside the three layers L1, L2, L3. Let340

us now consider the intersection of these layers with the greedy dominating set D returned341

by GDS. Let L′j = D ∩ Lj for j = 1, 2, 3 and D′i = {v1, v2, . . . , vi} denote the first i vertices342

from L′1 ∪L′2 ∪L′3 in the order selected by the greedy algorithm. In order to bound the total343

profit in D′i, we define gj =
∑j
k=1 p(vk) as the profit we gain from the first j vertices of D′i.344

I Claim 4 (Variation of Claim 1 in [14]). It holds gj+1 − gj ≥ 1
i (OPTi,G′ − gj).345

Proof. Consider the iteration of GDS where vj+1 is picked for inclusion in D. Any node346

w ∈ L1 ∪ L2, which is already dominated by some node in D, must be dominated by a node347

of D′i in {v1, . . . , vj}, since w cannot be dominated by a node lying in R. Hence, at most gj348

vertices of L1∪L2 are dominated thus far. Equivalently, at least |L1∪L2|−gj = OPTi,G′−gj349

vertices remain undominated. Since |L1|= i vertices neighbor all the above undominated350

ones, by a pigeonhole argument, there exists at least one node u ∈ L1 (and u /∈ D) which351

neighbors at least 1
i (OPTi,G′ − gj) of them. Since GDS picked vj+1 at this iteration instead352

of u, it follows p(vj+1) ≥ p(u) ≥ 1
i (OPTi,G′ − gj), where p(vj+1) = gj+1 − gj . J353

I Lemma 14 (Variation of Lemma 5.1 in [14]). There exists a subset D′i ⊆ D of size i with354

total profit at least (1− 1
e )OPTi. Further, D′i can be connected using at most 2i Steiner nodes355

and contains v0.356

Proof. By solving the recurrence from Claim 4, we get gj ≥ (1− (1− 1
i )
j)OPTi,G′ . Thence,

∑
v∈D′

i

p(v) = gi ≥

(
1−

(
1− 1

i

)i)
OPTi,G′ ≥

(
1− 1

e

)
OPTi,G′ ≥

(
1− 1

e

)
OPTi

since (1 − 1
i )
i ≤ 1/e for i ≥ 1 and OPTi,G′ ≥ OPTi + n2, since the subset Si, where357

N [Si] = OPTi, is a feasible solution for the maximum number of dominated vertices in G′,358

giving a number equal to OPTi plus the n2 v0-leaves present in G′.359

Now, let us show that an extra 2i nodes are enough to ensure that D′i is connected. We360

select a subset D′′i ⊆ L2 of size at most |L3 ∩ D′i|≤ i to dominate all vertices of D′i ∩ L3.361

Then, we ensure that all vertices are connected by simply adding all the i vertices of L1.362

Thus, D̂i = D′i ∪D′′i ∪ L1 induces a connected subgraph that contains at most 3i vertices363

(one of them being v0). J364

I Theorem 15. There exists a 1
6 (1− 1

e )-approximation for MRCE in general graphs.365

Proof. For each i ∈ [n], by Lemma 14, there exists a solution of at most 3i vertices with profit
at least (1 − 1

e )OPTi. In Algorithm 3, we run 2-RQST , therefore obtaining a, connected
and including v0, solution of at most 6i vertices with profit at least (1− 1

e )OPTi. Let APXi

stand for the MRCE ratio of the approximate solution corresponding to Ti. Then

APXi ≥
(1− 1

e )OPTi
6i = 1

6

(
1− 1

e

)
OPTi
i

Now, let OPT stand for the optimal ratio for MRCE. Then, OPT = maxi∈[n]
{
OPTi

i

}
.366

Let i∗ be the solution size returned by Algorithm 3 and i0 = arg maxi∈[n]
{
OPTi

i

}
. Then,367

APXi∗ ≥ APXi0 ≥ 1
6
(
1− 1

e

)
OPT , which concludes the proof. J368
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5 Interval Graphs369

In this section, we provide an optimal polynomial time algorithm for the special case of370

interval graphs. We commence with some useful preliminaries and then provide the algorithm371

and its correctness.372

Preliminaries. All intervals considered in this section are defined on the real line, closed373

and non-trivial (i.e., not a single point). Their form is [α, β], where α < β and α, β ∈ R.374

I Definition 16. A graph is called interval if it is the intersection graph of a set of intervals375

on the real line.376

Following the above definition, each graph node corresponds to a specific interval and377

two nodes are connected with an edge if and only if their corresponding intervals overlap.378

I Definition 17. Given an interval graph G, a realization of G (namely I(G)) is a set of379

intervals on the real line corresponding to G, where380

for each node v ∈ V (G), the corresponding interval is given by I(v) ∈ I(G), and381

for v, u ∈ V (G), I(v) intersects I(u) if and only if [v, u] ∈ E(G).382

Notice that we can always derive a realization, where all interval ends are distinct.383

Suppose that two intervals share a common end. One need only extend one of them by ε > 0384

chosen small enough such that neighboring relationships are not altered.385

Below, we provide a definition caring for the relative position of two intervals with regards386

to each other. Building on that, we define a partition of V (G) with respect to the position387

of the vertices’ corresponding intervals apropos of the v0−interval.388

I Definition 18. Given two intervals x = [xl, xr] and y = [yl, yr] , we denote the following:389

x @ y, i.e. x is contained in y, when xl > yl and xr < yr.390

x ∩L y, i.e. x intersects y to the left, when xl < yl and yl < xr < yr.391

x ∩R y, i.e. x intersects y to the right, when xr > yr and yl < xl < yr.392

x ≺L y, i.e. x is strictly to the left of y, when xr < yl.393

x �R y, i.e. x is strictly to the right of y, when xl > yr.394

I Definition 19. We define the following sets:395

Let C := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v0) @ I(v)}. Notice that v0 /∈ C.396

Let C ′ := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v) @ I(v0)}. Notice that v0 /∈ C ′.397

Let CL := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v) ∩L I(v0)}.398

Let CR := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v) ∩R I(v0)}.399

Let L := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v) ≺L I(v0)}.400

Let R := {v ∈ V (G) : I(v) �R I(v0)}.401

I Proposition 3. (L,CL, C ′, C, {v0}, CR, R) forms a partition of V (G).402

Proof. To see the union, one needs to spot that V (G) = (V (G) \ N [v0]) ∪ N [v0], where403

N [v0] = {v0} ∪ C ∪ C ′ ∪ CL ∪ CR and V (G) \ N [v0] = L ∪ R. Disjointness follows from404

Definition 18. For instance, should CL∩CR = {v} 6= ∅, then I(v)l < I(v0)l and I(v)l > I(v0)l,405

a contradiction. J406

Let us proceed with some useful propositions regarding the form of an optimal solution.407

I Proposition 4. The addition of any node v ∈ C ′ to any feasible IntervalMRCE set does408

not increase the solution ratio.409
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Proof. Suppose we extend a feasible solution S by forming another feasible solution S′ =410

S ∪ {v}, where v ∈ C ′. Then, N [S′] = N [S], since v is a neighbor of v0 and v has, at the411

best case, the same neighbors as v0. The new ratio becomes |N [S′]|
|S′| = |N [S]|

|S|+1 < |N [S]|
|S| . J412

Let us now show that we need only care about a specific subset of C, namely C∗, defined413

as C∗ := {v ∈ C | @ v′ ∈ C : v 6= v′ ∧ I(v) @ I(v′)}. That is, we restrict ourselves to those414

vertices whose corresponding intervals contain I(v0), but are not contained in any other415

interval. In other words, we are only interested in the intervals that maximally contain I(v0).416

I Proposition 5. Any feasible IntervalMRCE solution S ⊆ V (G) containing a node v ∈417

C \ C∗ can be transformed into another feasible solution S′, where v /∈ S′, with at least the418

same ratio as S.419

Proof. Suppose we are given a feasible solution S containing a node v ∈ C \ C∗. Then, by420

definition, there exists a node v′ ∈ C such that v 6= v′ and I(v) @ I(v′). Moreover, notice421

that I(v) @ I(v′) implies that N [v] ⊆ N [v′], since any interval intersecting I(v) also intersects422

I(v′). We consider two cases. If v′ ∈ S, then we form the feasible solution S1 = S \ {v}. The423

new ratio is |N [S1]|
|S1| = |N [S]|

|S|−1 > |N [S]|
|S| , since |S1|= |S|−1 and N [S1] = N [S] given that v is a424

neighbor of v0 and its neighbors are also covered by v′. Otherwise, if v′ /∈ S, we form the425

feasible solution S2 = (S \ {v}) ∪ v′. The new ratio is |N [S2]|
|S2| ≥

|N [S]|
|S| , since |S2|= |S| and426

|N [S2]|≥ |N [S]| given that N [v] ⊆ N [v′]. J427

The Algorithm. The general idea of the algorithm is to start from the feasible solution428

{v0} and then consider a family of the best out of all possible expansions, while maintaining429

feasibility, either moving toward the left or the right in terms of the real line. The key in this430

approach is that the left and right part of the graph are dealt with independently from each431

other. Of course, special care needs to be taken when other intervals contain I(v0). During432

this left/right subroutine, we save a series of possible expansion stop-nodes with maximal433

ratio. In the end, we conflate each left ratio with each right ratio and pick the combination434

providing the maximum one. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 4 and the other routines435

follow in Algorithms 5, 6. We hereby provide a short description for each function.436

Interval: This is the main routine. The input is an interval graph G and a starting node437

v0 ∈ V (G). The output is a solution set together with its corresponding ratio. Initially,438

the algorithm computes a realization I(G), a partition of V (G) and the core set C∗ as439

defined in the preliminaries. Then, possible left and right expansions to {v0} are sought.440

These are combined to get a best solution for this case. Finally, these basic steps are441

repeated for each c ∈ C∗ and the best are kept in the Sols pool. It then suffices to442

calculate the max out of the best candidate solutions.443

Expand: This function is responsible for providing a set of possible expansions either444

left or right of a starting node. A direction, the starting node, the realization, the node445

partition and a counter are given as input. The counter serves to save different solutions446

in a vector, which is returned as output. Notice that the solution vector is static, i.e.447

it can be accessed by any recursive call. The main step of the function is to select a448

node whose interval intersects the starting interval to the requested direction. At the449

same time, this interval needs to be the farthest away in this direction, i.e., its left/right450

endpoint needs to be smaller/greater to any other candidate’s. The potential expansion451

is saved and the function is called recursively with the new node as a start point. The452

process continues till no further expansion can be made, i.e., the farthest interval is453

reached. The returned vector does contain a no-expansion solution (case count = 0).454
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Algorithm 4: Interval
Input :An interval graph plus node pair (G, v0)
Output :A set-ratio pair (S, s)

1 I ←− Realization(G)
2 P ←− Partition(G, I)
3 C∗ ←− Core(C, I)
4 Lsols ←− Expand(L, v0, I, P, 0)
5 Rsols ←− Expand(R, v0, I, P, 0)
6 Sols←− Combine({v0}, Lsols, Rsols, G)
7 foreach c ∈ C∗ do
8 Lsols ←− Expand(L, c, I, P, 0)
9 Rsols ←− Expand(R, c, I, P, 0)

10 Sols←− Sols ∪ {Combine({v0, c}, Lsols, Rsols, G)}
11 end
12 return MaxRatio(Sols)

Algorithm 5: Expand
Input :A direction, node, realization, partition and counter (D, v, I, P, count)
Output :A vector of sets of nodes Sols

1 if count == 0 then
2 Sols(count)←− {v}
3 end
4 Pick v′ such that I(v′) is the farthest interval on direction D with I(v′) ∩D I(v)
5 if @ such a v′ then
6 return Sols

7 else
8 Sols(count+ 1)←− Sols(count) ∪ {v′}
9 return Expand(D, v′, I, P, count+ 1)

10 end

Combine: This function takes as input the potential left and right expansions. It then455

computes a ratio for each possible combination of left and right expansions and outputs456

the solution and ratio pair attaining the maximum ratio for the given starting node-set.457

MaxRatio: This routine simply returns the maximum set-ratio pair out of a set of different458

such pairs.459

Ratio: Simply returns the MRCE ratio for a given set.460

Correctness & Complexity. Lemma 20 argues about the fact that the solutions Expand()461

ignores do not have any effect on optimality. We state the lemma for the left expansion case462

and the reader can similarly adapt it to the right expansion case. Then, we conclude with463

the optimality and running time of the overall procedure (Theorem 21).464

I Lemma 20. Let Lsols stand for the vector returned by the function call Expand(L, v, I, P, 0)465

for some node v ∈ V (G). For any node-set S ⊆ CL ∪L ∪ {v} such that v ∈ S and S /∈ Lsols,466

there exists a set S′ ∈ Lsols such that Ratio(S′) ≥ Ratio(S).467

Proof. Let v = v1, v2, . . . , vk be the set of nodes picked in the recursive calls of Expand()468

(in decreasing order of their right endpoint). Let v = v′1, v
′
2 . . . , v

′
k′ be the set of nodes in469

S (again in decreasing order of their right endpoint). Since S /∈ Lsols, there exists a node470

v′i ∈ S such that v′i 6= vi, i.e. a point where S and S′ "diverge". Then, we can replace v′i by471

vi, since due to the choice of v′i in line 4 of Algorithm 5 it holds NL(v′i) ⊆ NL(vi), where472
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Algorithm 6: Combine
Input :A node-set, left/right possible solutions and graph (S,Left,Right,G)
Output :A set-ratio pair (Argmax,Max)

1 (Argmax,Max)←− (S,Ratio(S))
2 foreach l ∈ Left do
3 foreach r ∈ Right do
4 if Ratio(S ∪ l ∪ r) > Max then
5 (Argmax,Max)←− (S ∪ l ∪ r,Ratio(S ∪ l ∪ r))
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 return (Argmax,Max)

NL(v) stands for the left neighbors of v (i.e. the neighbors whose corresponding intervals473

intersect v to the left). Hence, after this replacement, the ratio of the set does not decrease474

due to the (possibly) increased size of the left neighborhood. Afterward, one can ignore all475

nodes v′j (where j > i) such that I(v′j) @ I(vi) and repeat the same argument with vi as a476

starting point and so forth. J477

I Theorem 21. Interval(G, v0) optimally solves Interval MRCE in O(n3) time.478

Proof. For each node v ∈ {v0} ∪ C∗ that we choose as a starting point for the Expand()479

function, we see that, when expanding with v′ such that I(v′) ∩L I(v), v′ does not have any480

right-neighbors not already in NR(v). Equivalently, if we expand to the right, there is no481

effect on the left neighborhood of the starting node. Indeed, only intervals containing v482

could harm this notion of left/right neighborhood independence and these are not considered483

by Expand(). So, we can independently expand leftward and rightward and get a series484

of connected subsets in both directions. Then, Combine() ensures we select the best left485

and right expansion in ratio terms by looking at all possible combinations. Such a solution486

is actually a potential optimal: any subset ignored by Expand() would yield a worse ratio487

(Lemma 20). Eventually, the maximum ratio amongst all possible starting points is returned.488

This is an overall optimal, since it outperforms all other potential optimals and we have489

considered all possible maximal intervals containing v0, i.e., the set C∗, as part of the solution.490

Realization() and Partition() take linear time, while Core() may take O(n2) time. The491

loop iterating the elements of C∗ in Interval() dominates the time complexity. In the492

worst-case, O(n) steps for Expand() and O(n2) steps for Combine() are repeated for O(n)493

elements of C∗. Thence, the worst-case time complexity is O(n3). J494

6 Conclusion & Further Work495

We proved that MRCE is NP-complete for split graphs. We showed that, in this case, the496

problem admits an efficient constant-factor approximation algorithm, whereas for interval497

graphs we proposed a polynomial-time algorithm. For general graphs, we also gave a498

constant-factor approximation algorithm by exploring the relation of MRCE with BCDS [14].499

The major open question is to improve the approximability of the problem on general500

graphs without applying BCDS techniques, but using rather MRCE properties. Another501

open problem is the design of an approximation algorithm for chordal graphs. Towards this502

direction, we notice that even for chordal graphs with a dominating clique (a superclass of503

split graphs), equivalently chordal graphs with diameter at most three (Theorem 2.1 [15]),504

the assumption that only clique nodes need to be included in a solution (Lemma 9) now fails.505
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